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Indian economy likely to grow at 7.1% in FY23, govt investment to boost growth rate: CareEdge | The Financial Express
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Indian economy likely to grow at 7.1% in FY23, govt investment to boost growth
rate: CareEdge
The Indian economy is likely to grow by 7.1% in the current fiscal on the back of steady performance by services, manufacturing and
the farm sector
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CareEdge expects the services sector to register a growth of 8.7% in FY23.

The Indian economy is likely to grow by 7.1% in the current fiscal on the back of steady performance by services,
manufacturing and the farm sector. The government investment will play a crucial role in boosting the growth rate.
The improving industrial capacity utilization levels will help boost the private investment cycle, CareEdge said in a
https://www.financialexpress.com/economy/indian-economy-likely-to-grow-at-7-1-in-fy23-govt-investment-to-boost-growth-rate-careedge/2622071/
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CareEdge noted that fears of global growth slowdown could hamper India’s export outlook. Many international
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agencies have revised the global GDP growth for FY23 downwards amid aggressive monetary tightening by major
central banks.
Also read: Stocks to buy: IGL, 2 other gas shares well placed on technical charts, buy for 21% upside

Analysts at CareEdge believe that the services sector will drive growth. They expect the agriculture sector to grow at a
steady pace of 3% in FY23 on the assumption of a normal monsoon. Rainfall has gathered pace in July supporting the
sowing of crops like pulses, oilseeds and cotton, the report noted. The report highlighted that the sowing of crops like
rice and sugarcane is still lagging compared with last year’s level due to a shortfall of rains so far in major rice
producing states.
ALSO READ
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CareEdge expects the industrial sector GDP to grow at a pace of 5.4% in FY23. India’s manufacturing sector has been
reeling under pressure due to high input costs due to which the sector witnessed a contraction in Q4 FY22., “The
recent easing of metals and fuel prices if sustained along with improved economic activities could aid the sector’s
growth in the coming months. However, the revival of consumption demand would remain a crucial factor,” the
report added.
Also Read: RIL AGM 2022: Retail & Jio IPOs, new energy, 5G telecom plans, dividend; what to expect from
Mukesh Ambani
CareEdge expects the services sector to register a growth of 8.7% in FY23. The report noted that with relaxation in
restrictions, the services sector bounced back strongly. It also noted that the slowdown in the US economy poses risk
for India’s IT sector. CareEdge report expects the Indian economy to grow at 7.1% in FY23. “The main challenge to
India’s GDP growth projection would be any further deterioration of the global environment, which will impact India
through exports and investment routes,” CareEdge said.
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